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1. Introduction

Computer science is the study of information|coding information, decoding informa-

tion, organizing information, and accessing information. Sets whose information content

is small, intuitively the structurally simplest of sets, have played a central rôle in the de-

velopment of the theory of computing. Sparse sets|sets with at most polynomially many

elements of each length|are one natural notion of \sets of small information content,"

and, indeed, sparse sets have been essential to recent advances in computational complexity

theory ([15], see also [24,25]).

However, in complexity theory it is common to investigate notions su�ciently robust so

as to be invariant under polynomial-time reductions. Thus, an even more natural notion of

\small information content" is Rp
T (SPARSE), the class of sets that polynomial-time Turing

reduce to sparse sets.1 The sense in which Rp
T (SPARSE) sets are of small information con-

tent can be crisply formalized: Rp
T (SPARSE) is precisely the class|more commonly referred

to as P/poly|of sets having polynomial-sized (nonuniform) circuits (Meyer, see [7]).

Rp
T (SPARSE) has been intensely studied, both in terms of the question \NP �

Rp
T (SPARSE)?" [19,16,10,18], and in terms of the robustness of Rp

T (SPARSE).

Rp
T (SPARSE) is indeed quite robust; in addition to its characterization in terms of

small circuits, Rp
T (SPARSE) is easily noted equivalent to Rp

T (TALLY), R
p
tt(TALLY), and

Rp
tt(SPARSE) (see [6]). Nonetheless, Book and Ko showed that there were limits to the

robustness of Rp
T (SPARSE); they initiated the study of the classes of languages reducible

to sparse (and tally) sets under various weak notions of polynomial-time reducibility, and

proved that such classes di�ered both from Rp
T (SPARSE) and from each other ([9], see also

the earlier related work on two subclasses of Rp
T (SPARSE): \almost polynomial time" [26]

and the P-close sets [32,28]).

Tang and Book initiated an analogous study of the classes of languages equivalent to

sparse (and tally) sets under various notions of polynomial-time reducibility, and proved that

in many cases such classes di�ered from each other [31]. Additionally, equivalence has been

used by Balc�azar and Book to characterize completely a natural subset of Rp
T (SPARSE),

namely the sets with self-producible circuits [4].

1 Though formal de�nitions will be given in Section 2, it is useful to introduce some notation here. For

a given reducibility �p
r , we de�ne: (1) R

p
r(SPARSE) as the class of sets L such that, for some sparse set S,

L �p
r S, and (2) Rp

r(TALLY) as the class of sets L such that, for some tally set T , L �p
r T .
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The study of equivalence to sparse sets and the study of reducibility to sparse sets have

each yielded a urry of results [9,31,10,16,18,20,3,1,21]. Nonetheless, many of the most

basic questions have remained unanswered and, in some cases, unasked.

In particular, the relationships between equivalence and reducibility to sparse sets have

remained wholly unknown. The �rst results along this line are those of the present paper and

the companion paper of Gavald�a and Watanabe (see Theorem C below). The present paper

asks, for the case of bounded truth-table reductions, whether reducibility to sparse sets is

a broader notion than equivalence to sparse sets. We provide answers to this question and

indicate some areas in which further progress is unlikely until longstanding open problems

in complexity theory are resolved. Among our results are the following.2

Theorem A Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) 6� Ep

f(n)�tt(SPARSE), for any f(n) = no(1).

Theorem B If P = NP then Rp
1�tt(SPARSE) = Ep

1�tt(SPARSE). If P = NP then

Rp
m(SPARSE) = Ep

m(SPARSE)
S
f��g.

Theorem A implies that reducibility and equivalence to sparse sets di�er sharply for

�p
2�tt reductions. In contrast, Theorem B indicates that proving an analogous result for

�p
1�tt or �

p
m reductions would involve proving P 6= NP. Theorem A raises the issue of the

strength of reducibility that will su�ce to provide equivalence to some sparse set for sets

bounded truth-table equivalent to sparse sets. That is, what is the cost paid|in terms

of increase in strength of reduction|to achieve equivalence? Gavald�a and Watanabe have

shown that for truth-table reductions whose number of queries is unbounded, an extremely

heavy price is exacted. We show that the Gavald�a-Watanabe result cannot be extended to

the 2-truth-table case without providing a proof that P 6= NP.

TheoremC [13] Let f(n) be any unbounded polynomial-time computable function. Then

Rp

f(n)�tt(SPARSE) 6� Ep
T (SPARSE).

Theorem D Let � > 0. If P = NP then Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) � Ep

n��tt(SPARSE).

Theorem D shows that Theorem A is optimal, and provides an upper bound, con-

ditioned upon the assumption that P = NP, for the complexity of equivalence. We also

provide unconditional upper bounds.

Finally, we turn to one of the key open questions about the structure of Rp
r(SPARSE)

2 Notation: given a notion of reducibility �p
r , we de�ne: (1) E

p
r(SPARSE) as the class of sets L such that,

for some sparse set S, L �p
r S and S �p

r L, and (2) Ep
r (TALLY) as the class of sets L such that, for some

tally set T , L �p
r T and T �p

r L. An f(n){tt reduction is a truth-table reduction that, on inputs of size n,

generates at most f(n) queries. See Section 2 for full de�nitions of these and other notions.
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classes. Ko [20, p. 65] conjectures that for each k > 0 it holds that Rp
k�tt(SPARSE) 6�

R
p

dtt(SPARSE). We refute this conjecture by proving the following result.

Theorem E Rp
btt(SPARSE) � Rp

dtt(SPARSE).

This may be interpreted as saying that disjunctive truth-table reductions to sparse sets

are surprisingly powerful. We prove related results showing that the power of conjunctive

truth-table and many-one reductions, in the nondeterministic model of Ladner, Lynch, and

Selman [22], is also substantial.

Theorem F

1. RNP
m (SPARSE) = RNP

btt (SPARSE).

2. RNP
ctt (SPARSE) = RNP

T (SPARSE).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews notations and de�nitions. Section 3

studies the relationship between reductions and equivalences for the cases of many-one and

1-truth-table reducibilities. Section 4 studies the case of k-truth-table reductions, k � 2|a

case that di�ers sharply from those of Section 3. Section 5 investigates the interrelation-

ships between reducibility classes and their seemingly restrictive (but surprisingly powerful)

disjunctive and conjunctive versions. Section 6 presents open problems and conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

Let � be a �xed �nite alphabet. Let jyj denote the length of string y 2 ��, and let jjSjj

denote the cardinality of set S � ��. Let X4 Y denote (X � Y )
S
(Y �X). For a set T ,

we de�ne T=n = fy
��� y 2 T and jyj = ng and T�n = fy

��� y 2 T and jyj � ng.

Let h�; �i2 denote a pairing function over �nite strings (equivalently, over f0; 1; : : :g

via the standard correspondence between strings and natural numbers), with the standard

nice computability, invertibility, and other properties (e.g., for all a; b 2 �� it holds that

jha; bi2j = jaj+ jbj). Let hyi denote h1; yi2, and, for every k � 2, let hy1; y2; : : : ; yki denote

hk; hy1; hy2; h: : : ; hyk�1; yki2 : : :i2i2i2i2. This function is polynomial-time computable and

polynomial-time invertible, and unambiguously codes a variable number of arguments.3

3 For notational convenience, when speaking of functions f of more than one argument, we will freely

write f(y1; :::) as a shorthand for f(hy1; : : :i).
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We adopt the standard notions of reducibility, as introduced by Ladner, Lynch, and

Selman. (We make slight alterations in the de�nitions; these alterations do not e�ect the

reductions de�ned.)

Definition 2.1. [22]

1. A tt-condition is a �nite string of the form hy1; y2; : : :i, where each yi is a member

of ��.

2. A tt-condition generator is a recursive mapping from �� into the set of

tt-conditions.

3. A tt-condition evaluator is a recursive mapping from fhx; �1; � � � ; �ni
��� x 2

�� and (8i)[�i 2 f0; 1g]g into f0; 1g. (We will use the convention of Footnote 3

often on arguments of tt-condition evaluators.)

4. Let e be a tt-condition evaluator. A tt-condition hy1; :::::; yki is e-satis�ed on input

x by B� �� if and only if e(x; �B(y1); : : : ; �B(yk)) = 1:

5. Let g be a tt-condition generator and e be a tt-evaluator. Let � = (g; e). We will

say that �S(x) accepts if the tt-condition generated by g(x) is e-satis�ed on input

x by S.

6. We say that A �p
tt B if there exist a polynomial-time computable generator g and

a polynomial-time computable evaluator e such that, for all x, x 2 A () g(x) is

e-satis�ed on input x by B. If A �p
tt B we say that A is truth-table reducible to B

in polynomial time.

7. We say that A �p

f(n)�tt B if A �p
tt B via a generator g and evaluator e such that

on each input x, it holds that g(x) 2 fhy1; : : : ; yki
��� yi 2 �� and k � f(jxj)g. For

the special cases �p
k�tt|that is, f(n) = k, k 2 f1; 2; : : :g|we will without loss of

generality assume that the evaluator asks exactly k questions.

8. We say that A �p
btt B (A is polynomial-time bounded truth-table reducible to B) if

A �p
k�tt B for some k.

9. We say that A �p
ctt B (A is polynomial-time conjunctive truth-table reducible to

B) if A �p
tt B via a generator g and evaluator e such that the evaluator e has the

property that for every x, e(x; �1; : : : ; �k) = 1 () (8i : 1 � i � k)[�i = 1].
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10. We say that A �p
dtt B (A is polynomial-time disjunctive truth-table reducible to

B) if A �p
tt B via a generator g and evaluator e such that the evaluator e has the

property that for every x, e(x; �1; : : : ; �k) = 0 () (8i : 1 � i � k)[�i = 0].

In addition to the above reductions, we will also be concerned with nondeterministic

reduction types. We defer the de�nitions of such reductions to Section 5.

Having de�ned the above types of reductions, we can now speak of the class of sets

reducible or equivalent to a certain class of sets via a certain type of reduction. Such notions

were �rst investigated in a systematic way by Book and Ko [9] and Tang and Book [31].

We modify their nomenclature to allow a uniform notation for all reduction types.

Definition 2.2.

1. Let C be a class of sets and let �t
r be a reducibility. We de�ne Rt

r(C) = fA
���(9B)[B 2

C and A �t
r B]g.

2. Let C be a class of sets and let �t
r be a reducibility. We de�ne Et

r(C) = fA
���(9B)[B 2

C and A �t
r B and B �t

r A]g.

3. Many-One and 1-Truth-Table Reductions

We �rst note that, if P = NP, then all sets many-one reducible to sparse sets are in fact

many-one equivalent to sparse sets.

Theorem 3.1. If P = NP then Rp
m(SPARSE) = Ep

m(SPARSE)
S
f��g.

Proof: Suppose L �p
m S, S sparse, via many-one reduction g(�), and L 6= ��. De�ne

S0 = fh0l; xi
��� x 2 S and (9y)[y 2 L and jyj = l and g(y) = x]g (see [23] for a similar

\multiple-copy" approach). First, note that L �p
m S0, as y 2 L () h0jyj; g(y)i 2 S0.

Second, note that S0 �p
m L if P = NP. This is because, when asked whether h0l; xi 2 S0, we

may use the fact that P = NP to determine whether there exists a y such that jyj = l and

g(y) = x. If not, reject h0l; xi by mapping onto an element out of L. If so, use the P = NP

assumption to �nd one such y, call it y0, and map to asking whether y0 2 L. Finally, note

that, immediately from the de�nition of S0 and the fact that S is sparse, that S0 is sparse.

Thus, L 2 Ep
m(SPARSE).

The proof of Theorem 3.1 can easily be modi�ed to the case of 1-truth-table reductions.

We need only change the de�nition of S 0 to S0 = fh0l; xi
��� either (1) (9y)[y 2 L and jyj = l
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and the truth-table for input y accepts if and only if x 2 S], or (2) (9y)[y 62 L and jyj = l

and the truth-table for input y accepts if and only if x 62 S]g.

Theorem 3.2. If P = NP then Rp
1�tt(SPARSE) = Ep

1�tt(SPARSE).

We say that a truth-table reduction, with truth-table condition generator g, is honest

if there exists a polynomial q(�) such that whenever y is one of the query strings generated

by g(x), it holds that q(jyj) � jxj. Theorem 3.2 in fact gives honest equivalence.

Note that Theorem 3.1 does not establish that Rp
m(SPARSE) = Ep

m(SPARSE)
S
f��g

is equivalent to the claim that P=NP. We now note that analogous questions about tally

sets are indeed equivalent to important open questions in complexity theory.

First, we present some de�nitions. A function f is weakly invertible if there is a

polynomial-time computable function h such that f(h(x)) = x for all x 2 range(f). Let E

denote
S

k�0DTIME[2kn], and let NE denote
S

k�0NTIME[2kn].

It is shown in [3] that the following are equivalent:

1. Every NE predicate is E-solvable.

2. Every honest polynomial-time computable function f : �� ! 0� is weakly invert-

ible.

3. Ep
m(TALLY)

S
f��g = Ep

1�tt(TALLY).

4. Ep
m(TALLY)

S
f��g = Ep

btt(TALLY).

Condition 1 above is the natural \witness-�nding" analog of the E = NE question. Im-

pagliazzo and Tardos [17] have recently shown that there are relativized worlds in which

Condition 1 fails to hold, yet E = NE. Their work provides a relativized refutation of a

conjecture of Sewelson [30], whose thesis forms the protasis of the [3,17] research stream.

We note that the above equivalence can be extended to include classes of the form

Rp
btt(TALLY), and, equivalently, R

p
m(TALLY). The following result, alluded to in [2], was

observed independently by Fu Bin [8].

Theorem 3.3. Every NE predicate is E-solvable if and only if Rp

btt(TALLY) =

Ep
m(TALLY)

S
f��g.

Proof Under the assumption that Rp

btt
(TALLY) = Ep

m(TALLY)
S
f��g, it follows imme-

diately that Rp
btt(TALLY) � Ep

m(TALLY)
S
f��g � Ep

btt(TALLY) � Rp
btt(TALLY). Thus,

Ep
m(TALLY)

S
f��g = Ep

btt(TALLY), and by the result of [3] mentioned above, it follows

that every NE predicate is E-solvable.
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Conversely, assume, via the above-mentioned equivalence of [3], that every honest

polynomial-time computable function f : �� ! 0� is weakly invertible, and let L �p
m T ,

for some tally set T , via many-one reduction g(�). As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, de�ne

T 0 = f0hl; i+ 1i
��� 0i 2 T and (9y)[y 2 L and jyj = l and g(y) = 0i]g. Then the function f

de�ned by:

f(x) =

8<
:

0hjxj; ii if g(x) = 0i

0hjxj; 0i if g(x) 62 f0i
��� i � 0g

is a many-one reduction from L to T 0. Furthermore, under the assumption that f is

weakly invertible (and assuming that L 6= ��), it is easy to see that T 0 �p
m L. Thus,

under this assumption, Rp
m(TALLY) = Ep

m(TALLY)
S
f��g, and thus|via the fact that

Rp
m(TALLY) = Rp

btt(TALLY) [9]|it holds that Rp
btt(TALLY) = Ep

m(TALLY)
S
f��g.

4. Bounded-Truth-Table Reductions

4.1. A Lower Bound

Gavald�a and Watanabe have proven that for any unbounded polynomial-time com-

putable function f(n), Rp

f(n)�tt(SPARSE) 6� Ep
T (SPARSE) [13]; their techniques do not

seem to apply to the classes of sets reducible to sparse sets via �p
k�tt reductions, for con-

stants k. However, Theorem 4.1 establishes, for the case of bounded truth-table reductions,

a wide separation between reducibility and equivalence.

Theorem 4.1. Let h(n) = no(1). Then Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) 6� Ep

h(n)�tt(SPARSE).

Proof: For the purposes of this proof, we change our assumptions about the pairing

function, and now assume that one of the properties of the pairing function h�; �i2 of Section 2

is that (8x; y)[jhx; yi2j = 2jxj+ jyj]. Note that in this proof (and only in this proof) we will

use both our standard pairing function h� � �i and its constituent function h�; �i2.

Let us de�ne an operator A such that, for any set S, A(S) = fhx; yi2

��� jxj =

jyj and x lexicographically precedes y and (x 2 S or y 2 S)g. Note that for any sparse

set S, A(S) 2 Rp
2�tt(SPARSE). We will construct a sparse set S so that A(S) 62

Ep

h(n)�tt(SPARSE).

In the following, for each k � 1, we use pk to denote the polynomial nk + k. Consider

some enumeration ffkgk�1 of �
p

h(n)�tt reductions; without loss of generality, we may assume
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that, for all k � 1 and x 2 ��, the length of queries asked by fk(x) is bounded by pk(jxj).

Let Chi; j; li denote the condition that, for each set W with census function bounded by pl,

either fi is not a �
p

h(n)�tt reduction from A(S) to W , or fj is not a �
p

h(n)�tt reduction from

W to A(S).

Let us introduce some notations so that we may state the condition Chi; j; li more

precisely. For any polynomial p, we say that set L is p-sparse if the census of L is bounded

by p. For any set L, let f�1i (L) denote the set fx
��� the truth-table condition of fi(x)

evaluates to true when given L as the oracleg. Then we can now restate Chi; j; li as the

disjunction of the following two conditions:

I: f�1j (A(S)) is not pl-sparse.

II: A(S) 6= f�1i (f�1j (A(S))); that is, some v exists such that

v 2 A(S) () v 62 f�1i (f�1j (A(S))).

We will build our set S in stages, where stage hi; j; li will guarantee that Chi; j; li is

satis�ed. (Initially S is the empty set.) Note that this su�ces to prove that S has the

desired properties.

Stage hi; j; li:

Choose n large enough so that:

(i) interference with previous stages is avoided,

(ii) (2n=(2pl � pi(3n))
h(3n))� h(3n)h(pi(3n))� 1 > 0, and

(iii)h(pi(3n)) < n.

(Note that such an n always exists since h(n) = no(1).)

Case I: If there is a set D � �=n, jjDjj � h(3n)h(pi(3n)) + 1, such that

f�1j (A(S
S
D)) is not pl-sparse, then set S to S

S
D.

Case II: If there is a set D � �=n, jjDjj � h(3n)h(pi(3n)) + 1, such that

A(S
S
D) 6= f�1i (f�1j (A(S

S
D))), then set S to S

S
D.

(The construction fails if neither Case I nor Case II holds.)

If the above construction is completed, then the constructed set S clearly satis�es our

purpose, that is, S is sparse and satis�es condition Chi; j; li for every hi; j; li. Thus, it

remains only to show that the construction can be completed. That is, if Case I fails, then

Case II must hold.

Consider any stage hi; j; li and any su�ciently large n such that Case I does not hold.

For such hi; j; li and n, we show that Case II holds with someD. In the following discussion,
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let i, j, l, and n be �xed; let h denote h(3n), and let h0 denote h(pi(3n)).

This paragraph gives an informal overview of the proof, in order to make the construc-

tion easier to understand. If Case I and Case II both fail, then there are sparse sets (call

them W1 and W2) such that the following hold:

1. fi is a �
p
h�tt reduction from A(S) to W1 and fj is a �

p
h�tt reduction from W1 to

A(S).

2. fi is a �
p
h�tt reduction from A(S

S
f0ng) to W2 and fj is a �

p
h�tt reduction from

W2 to A(S
S
f0ng).

That is, only a small number of strings (W1 [W2) are sensitive to the presence or absence

of 0n in the set we are constructing. It follows that there is some string, w1, that is queried

by a large fraction of the strings in the set fh0n; yi2

��� y 2 ��g (recall that at this point, n is

�xed). Thus w1 may be thought of as being \inuential" in some sense, and we can de�ne

Y1 to be the (large) set of strings that are inuenced by w1. Let Z1 be the (small) set of

strings queried by the reduction fj on input w1. By setting membership for all the strings

in Z1, we completely determine membership for w1, which means that there must be some

string w2 and some large subset Y2 � Y1 such that w2 inuences Y2. We continue in this

way until we arrive at a non-empty set of strings, each of which is inuenced by (and thus

queries) x1; x2; : : : ; xh+1. But this is a contradiction, since no string makes more than h

queries. This informal argument is made precise below.

We construct sets D1, ..., Dk0 , D
+
1 , ..., D

+
k0

so that either Dk0 or D
+
k0

satis�es Case II.

The construction proceeds as follows:

Basis:

Set Y0 = �=n � f0ng, D0 = ;, and Z0 = ;.

De�nition of Dk and D+
k (1 � k):

Set Dk = Dk�1
S
Zk�1, D+

k = Dk

S
f0ng.

Set Ak = A(S
S
Dk), A+

k = A(S
S
D+
k ).

For each w 2 ��, set Qk(w) = fy 2 Yk�1
��� fi(h0n; yi2) queries wg.

Set Ck = fw
���Qk(w) 6= ; and w 2 f�1j (Ak)4 f�1j (A+

k )g;

if Ck is empty, then terminate the construction.

Set wk to be a string in Ck such that jjQk(wk)jj � jjYk�1jj=2pl � pi(3n);

if such wk does not exist, then terminate the construction.
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Set Zk = fz 2 �=n � f0ng
��� fj(wk) queries h0n; zi2g.

Set Yk = Qk(wk)� Zk.

Now we show, in the following claims, that the construction terminates at some k0,

1 � k0 � h + 1. Note that the construction terminates either because Ck0 is empty

or because no wk0 exists. For each case, we prove that either Ak0 6= f�1i (f�1j (Ak0)) or

A+
k0
6= f�1i (f�1j (A+

k0
)) occurs; that is, either Dk0 or D

+
k0

satis�es Case II.

Before going further, let us explain the purpose of each of the sets in this construction.

For each k, Yk is a (large) set of strings that queries each of fw1; w2; : : : ; wkg. Zk is the

set of strings queried by wk, and Dk =
S
s�k Zs. (The strings w1; w2; : : : are chosen to

be \inuential," and the sets Dk are constructed so as to eliminate the inuence of these

strings.) D+
k is just Dk [ f0ng, and the sets Ak and A+

k are constructed from Dk and D+
k

using the A(�) operator. Ck is the set of those strings that are sensitive to the di�erence

between Ak and A+
k , under reduction fj .

Claim 1 states some properties that are immediate from the construction; its proof is

omitted.

Claim 1

(1) For any k, 1 � k � h+ 1, such that Ak and A+
k are de�ned:

(a) jjDkjj � jjD+
k jj � (k � 1)h0 + 1,

(b) fh0n; zi2

��� z 2 S
1�s<k Zsg � Ak � A+

k ,

(c) jjYk�1jj � (2n=(2pl � pi(3n))k�1)� (k � 1)h0 � 1 > 0, and

(d) A+
k � Ak � fh0n; yi2

��� y 2 Yk�1g 6= ;.

(2) Let k, 1 � k � h + 1, be any index such that Yk is de�ned. For every

y 2 Yk , fi(h0n; yi2) queries w1, ..., wk.

The set Ck is the set of strings w such that (i) w is queried by fi(h0n; yi2) for some

y 2 Yk�1, and (ii) fj(w) evaluates di�erently between oracle Ak and A+
k . The following

property of Ck is central to our construction.

Claim 2 Let k, 1 � k � h+1, be any index such that Ck is de�ned. For

every s, 1 � s < k, ws 62 Ck.

Proof of Claim 2 Note that every h0n; zi2 (except h0n; 0ni2) that is

queried by fj(ws) is in Ak . Thus, the truth-table value of fj(ws) does not

11



vary by changing the oracle from Ak to A+
k .

End of Proof of Claim 2

Claim 3 Suppose that the construction does not terminate at h. Then

Ch+1 is empty; thus, the construction terminates at most at h + 1.

Proof of Claim 3 It follows from Claim 1, Part (2), that for every

y 2 Yh, fi(h0n; yi2) queries w1, ..., wh. Since fi is a �p
h�tt reduction,

fw1; :::; whg is exactly the set of queries that are asked by fi(h0
n; yi2) for

some y 2 Yh. (Recall that jhx; yi2j = 3n whenever x 2 �=n and y 2 �=n.)

Thus, Ch+1 � fw1; :::; whg. On the other hand, from Claim 2, none of w1,

..., wh belongs to Ch+1. Therefore, Ch+1 = ;.

End of Proof of Claim 3

Claim 4 Suppose that the construction terminates at k0. Then either

Ak0 6= f�1i (f�1j (Ak0)) or A
+
k0
6= f�1i (f�1j (A+

k0
)).

Proof of Claim 4 First suppose that the construction terminates at k0

because Ck0 = ;. Since k0 � h+1, it follows from Claim 1, Part (1.d), that

h0n; y0i2 2 A+
k0
�Ak0 for some y0 2 Yk0�1. On the other hand, since Ck0 =

;, the truth-table values of fi(h0n; y0i2) relative to f
�1
j (Ak0) and f�1j (A+

k0
)

are the same. Hence, either Ak0 6= f�1i (f�1j (Ak0)) or A
+
k0
6= f�1i (f�1j (A+

k0
)).

Next we show that if no wk0 exists (and thus the construction terminates

at k0), then either Ak0 6= f�1i (f�1j (Ak0)) or A
+
k0

6= f�1i (f�1j (A+
k0
)). We

prove the contrapositive, i.e., for any k, 1 � k � h, if Ak = f�1i (f�1j (Ak))

and A+
k = f�1i (f�1j (A+

k )), then wk certainly exists.

We show that Yk�1 = fz
��� (9w 2 Ck)[z 2 Qk(w)]g and jjCkjj � 2pl �

pi(3n), thereby proving that some wk 2 Ck exists such that jjQk(wk)jj �

jjYk�1jj=2pl � pi(3n).

Consider any y 2 Yk�1. Since h0n; yi2 is in Ak4A+
k (from Claim 1,

Part (1.d)), andAk = f�1i (f�1j (Ak)) andA
+
k = f�1i (f�1j (A+

k )) (from the as-

sumption), fi(h0
n; yi2) must query some wy that is in f

�1
j (Ak)4 f�1j (A+

k ).

Recall that Ck is the set of strings in f
�1
j (Ak)4 f�1j (A+

k ) that are queried

by fi(h0n; yi2) for some y 2 Yk�1. Hence, wy is in Ck. Thus, for each

y 2 Yk�1, there is some wy 2 Ck such that fi(h0
n; yi2) queries wy, i.e.,

y 2 Qk(wy); in other words, Yk�1 = fz
��� (9w 2 Ck)[z 2 Qk(w)]g.

12



Recall that we are assuming that f�1j (A(S
S
D)) is pl-sparse for any

D � �=n, jjDjj � hh0+1. Hence, both f�1j (Ak) and f
�1
j (A+

k ) are pl-sparse;

then clearly Ck � f�1j (Ak)4 f�1j (A+
k ) is 2pl-sparse. Note that each w 2 Ck

is queried by fi(h0n; yi2) for some y 2 �=n and that the length of such a

string is bounded by pi(jh0
n; yi2j) � pi(3n). (Recall that jhx; yi2j = 3n for

every x and y 2 �=n.) Thus, jjCkjj � 2pl(pi(3n)).

End of Proof of Claim 4

End of Proof of Theorem 4.1

The following is an immediate corollary.

Corollary 4.2. For every k � 2, it holds that Rp
k�tt(SPARSE) 6= Ep

k�tt(SPARSE).

4.2. Upper Bounds

Corollary 4.2 establishes that, for all k � 2, Rp
k�tt(SPARSE) 6= Ep

k�tt(SPARSE).

Gavald�a and Watanabe [13] have proven that, for any unbounded polynomial-time com-

putable function f(n), Rp

f(n)�tt(SPARSE) 6� Ep
T (SPARSE). Both these results suggest that

equivalence exacts a price; in order to achieve equivalence to sets reducible to sparse sets,

one must use a more powerful type of reduction.

It is natural to seek the exact price that equivalence extracts. This section shows that,

unless P 6= NP, every set 2-truth-table reducible to a sparse set is truth-table equivalent to

a sparse set. It follows that the result of Gavald�a and Watanabe cannot be extended to

2-truth-table reductions without providing a proof that P 6= NP.

Theorem 4.3. If P = NP then Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) � Ep

tt(SPARSE).

Proof: Let L �p
2�tt S, S sparse, via truth-table generator g and evaluator e [22]. Under

our hypothesis that P = NP, we construct a sparse set bS such that L �p
tt
bS. Let f�i

��� 1 �
i � 16g represent the sixteen truth-tables of arity two. Let Hi = fx

��� the truth table

that e(x; �; �) uses is table �ig. For each i, 1 � i � 16, we will de�ne a sparse set Si and

truth-table reductions �i = (gi; ei) and i = (g0i; e
0
i) such that:

1. (8i : 1 � i � 16)(8x 2 Hi)[x 2 L () �Sii (x) accepts] and

2. (8i : 1 � i � 16)(8y)[y 2 Si () 
Hi

T
L

i (y) accepts] and

3. (8i : 1 � i � 16)(8y)[g0i(y) queries only strings in Hi].
4

4 We assume that each Hi is non-empty; the case where some Hi are empty can easily be dealt with by
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Set bS = fhi; ji
��� j 2 Si and 1 � i � 16g. By the above three conditions, L �p

tt
bS via

the reduction that, on input x, determines which Hi contains x and uses �i modi�ed so

that each query z to Si becomes a query hi; zi to bS. Clearly, bS �p
tt L via (g00; e00), where

g00(hi; zi) = g0i(z) and e00(hi; zi; � � �) = e0i(z; � � �), for 1 � i � 16, and as noted in footnote 4

for other i. Thus, bS �p
tt L.

Figure 4.2 lists the sixteen truth-tables of size two. We proceed to de�ne the sets

S1; : : : ; S16.

Note that without loss of generality we may assume:

Assumption 4.4. g is length-increasing and g(x) = hb; ci ) jbj = jcj. This is simply

because if A �p
2�tt B, B sparse, via truth-table generator h, then A �p

2�tt B
0 via truth-table

generator h0, where B0 = fh0l; yi
��� y 2 Sg and if h(x) outputs hq1; q2i then h0(x) outputs

hh0jq2j+jxj+1; q1i; h0
jq1j+jxj+1; q2ii. Note that B0 is sparse and h0 maintains the properties

asserted in Assumption 4.4 (recall that jha; bij = jaj + jbj). We assume these properties

throughout this proof.

Tables 1 and 16 are trivial; let S1 = S16 = ;. Tables 6, 8, 9, and 11 are 1-truth-

table reductions; thus the construction of S6, S8, S9, and S11 is essentially handled by

Theorem 3.2. Similarly, Table 4 represents conjunctive 2-truth-table reductions and is

essentially handled by the same result, since every set that conjunctive bounded truth-table

reduces to a sparse set in fact many-one reduces to some sparse set.

Let us say that 2-truth-table a is the complement of 2-truth-table b if a and b di�er

on each possible response; for example, Tables 4 and 13 are complementary. Suppose we

have proven that: (**) if A reduces to sparse set B via a 2-truth-table reduction that

always uses Table � , then A 2 Ep
tt(SPARSE). It follows immediately that we have also

proven: if A reduces to sparse set B via a 2-truth-table reduction that always uses Table

complement(�), then A 2 Ep
tt(SPARSE). This is so because bA 2-truth-table reduces to bB

via truth-table complement(�) if and only if bA 2-truth-table reduces to bB via truth-table � .

Thus, if we have established (**), we can conclude that (9 sparse set C)[ bA �p
tt C], and thus

bA �p
1�tt

bA �p
tt C, so

bA �p
tt C. Thus it follows that the case of Table 13 follows immediately

from that of Table 4. Below, we will use complementarity to reduce our work.

Consider the case of Table 15 (2-disjunctive reductions). Let bS15 represent all strings
using vacuous truth-table reductions. For example, if H7 = ;, then set S7 = ; and reduce S7 to L via the

truth-table evaluator that always rejects. Similarly, when resolving the membership in bS of elements of the

form hi; ji, with i 62 f1; 2; : : : ; 16g, we can also use a vacuous reduction.
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Table First Query Answered \no" First Query Answered \yes"

Number 2nd Ans. \no" 2nd Ans. \yes" 2nd Ans. \no" 2nd Ans. \yes"

1 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0

3 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 0 1

5 0 1 0 0

6 1 0 1 0

7 1 0 0 1

8 1 1 0 0

9 0 0 1 1

10 0 1 1 0

11 0 1 0 1

12 1 0 1 1

13 1 1 1 0

14 1 1 0 1

15 0 1 1 1

16 1 1 1 1

Fig. 1. Truth-tables of arity two.
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in S that are queried by some truth-table reduction from a member of H15. Recalling

Assumption 4.4, let polynomial q(n) strictly upper-bound the number of elements in bS15 of
length at most n. We will say that a string x is busy if there are more than q(jxj) distinct

strings w (each necessarily of the same length as x) that satisfy the condition:

there exists a string �w 2 H15
T
L such that the (unordered) pair of strings

queried by g(�w) is fx; wg.

All busy strings are in bS15. However, there may also be strings in bS15 that are not busy.

We now de�ne S15 = fh0l; zi
��� (9y; w)[jyj = l and the (unordered) pair of strings queried

by g(y) is fz; wg and z is busy]g
S
fh0l; y; zi

��� (9w)[jwj = l and w 2 L and the (unordered)

pair of strings queried by g(w) is fy; zg and neither y nor z is busyg].

Clearly, for strings in H15, membership in L can be tested via �p
3�tt reduction to S15,

and clearly S15 is sparse.

Claim 1 If P = NP then S15 truth-table reduces to L via a truth-table

reduction that queries only members of H15.

Proof of Claim 1

There are two cases, corresponding to the two types of strings in S15.

In the �rst case, we are asked whether a string h0l; zi is in S15. Use our

assumption that P = NP to �nd5 if possible (if not, then reject) more than

q(jzj) strings (not necessarily of length l) �i 2 H15, with each �i mapping

to fz; wig, with all the wi's distinct, and use our P = NP assumption to

�nd an appropriate y (of length l and in H15). Then, via a truth-table

query to L, check whether all the �i are in L and accept if and only if all

are.

In second case, we are asked whether a string h0l; y; zi is in S15. Use

our assumption that P = NP to attempt to �nd more than q(jzj) strings

�i 2 H15, with each �i mapping to fz; wig with all the wi's distinct. Also,

use our assumption that P = NP to attempt to �nd more than q(jzj) strings

�i 2 H15, with each �i mapping to fy; vig with all the vi's distinct. Finally,

use our P = NP assumption to �nd a string w 2 H15, of length l, such that

5 Via binary search, in the standard fashion, using a test set such as fhz; prefix; �1; : : :i
�� there exists a

string b� 2 H15 whose pre�x is prefix and that di�ers from all the �i and g(b�) yields the pair fz; pg and

this pair is not yielded by g(�i) for any ig.
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g(w) maps to the pair fy; zg. Now, we make a truth-table query to L,

inquiring about the membership of w, the �i's, and the �i's. We accept if

and only if (1) w 2 L and (2) either we failed to �nd the requisite number

of �i's or some of the �i's found are not in L and (3) either we failed to

�nd the requisite number of �i's or some of the �i's found are not in L.

End of Proof of Claim 1

Note that, by the earlier complementation argument, solving Table 15 implicitly solves

Table 2.

Consider now the case of Table 10 (exclusive or). Let bS10 represent all strings in S that

are queried by some truth-table reduction from a member ofH10. Recalling Assumption 4.4,

let polynomial q(n) strictly upper-bound the number of elements in bS10 of length at most

n. We will say that a string x is heavy if there are more than q(jxj) distinct strings w (each

necessarily of the same length as x) that satisfy the condition:

there exists a string6 �w 2 H10
T
L such that the (unordered) pair of

strings queried by g(�w) is fx; wg.

All heavy strings are in bS10. However, there may also be strings in bS10 that are not heavy.
We now de�ne S10 = fh0l; zi

���z is heavyg S fh0l; w; zi ���w is heavy and (9y)[jyj = l and y 62 L

and the (unordered) pair of strings queried by g(y) is fw; zg]g
S
fh1l; w; zi

��� (9y)[jyj = l

and y 2 L and the (unordered) pair of strings queried by g(y) is fw; zg and neither w nor

z is heavy]g.

Clearly, for strings in H10, membership in L can be tested via �p
5�tt reduction to S10,

and clearly S10 is sparse.

Claim 2 If P = NP then S10 truth-table reduces to L via a truth-table

reduction that queries only members of H10.

Proof of Claim 2

There are three cases, corresponding to the three types of strings in

S10.

Case 1: In the �rst case, we are asked whether a string h0l; zi is in S10.

Use our assumption that P = NP to �nd (as before) as many �i as possible

6 Unlike the case of disjunctive reductions, in the exclusive-or case a string in H10 � L may map to two

strings in the sparse set, and we wish not to allow such cases to contribute towards heaviness.
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(but no more than 2q(jzj) + 1) such that �i 2 H10 and g(�i) queries the

(unordered) pair fz; wig and j 6= k ) wj 6= wk. If we have found � q(jzj)

such �i's, then reject. Otherwise, make a truth-table query to L regarding

the �i's, and see if more than q(jzj) of the �i's are in L, and accept if and

only if this is the case.

Note: the above strategy works since (1) if z is heavy, then there are

no more than q(jzj) values wi such that some nonmember of H10�L maps

to fz; wig (as these wi's must be in bS10), and (2) if z is not heavy, there

can be at most q(jzj) distinct values wi such that some member of L
T
H10

maps to fz; wig.

Case 2: In the second case, we are asked whether a string h0l; w; zi is

in S10. Check whether w is heavy as in Case 1. Also, use our P = NP

assumption to �nd a y as in the de�nition of S10, and use L to check

whether y 62 L. Accept if and only if an appropriate y was found and

y 62 L and w is heavy. (Note that all the above can be done via a single

round of truth-table queries to L.)

Case 3: In the third case, we are asked whether a string h1l; w; zi is in

S10. Check that w is not heavy and that z is not heavy as in Case 1, except

exchanging criteria (that is, if there are less than or equal to q(jzj) values

�i then we �nd a string \not heavy," otherwise a string is \not heavy" if

and only if no more than q(jzj) of the �i's are in L). Also, use our P = NP

assumption to obtain y as in the de�nition of S10, and use L to verify that

y 2 L. Accept if and only if an appropriate y exists and y 2 L and w is

not heavy and z is not heavy. (Again, note that all the above can be done

via a truth-table query to L.)

End of Proof of Claim 2

Note that, by the earlier complementation argument, solving Table 10 implicitly solves

Table 7.

Consider now the case of Table 3. Let bS3 represent all strings in S that are queried by

some truth-table reduction from a member of H3. Recalling Assumption 4.4, let polynomial

q(n) strictly upper-bound the number of elements in bS3 of length at most n. We will say

that a string x is top-heavy if there are more than q(jxj) distinct strings w (each necessarily
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of the same length as x) that satisfy the condition:

there exists a string �w 2 H3
T
L such that the (ordered) pair of strings

queried by g(�w) is (x; w).

All top-heavy strings are in bS3. However, there may also be strings in bS3 that are not

top-heavy. We now de�ne S3 = fh0l; zi
��� z is top-heavyg S fh0l; z0; z00i ��� z0 is not top-heavy

and (9y)[jyj = l and y 2 L
T
H3 and g(y) = hz0; z00i]g

S
fh1l; z; z0i

��� z is top-heavy and

(9w)[jwj = l and w 2 H3 � L and g(w) = hz; z0i]g.

Clearly, for strings in H3, membership in L can be tested via �p
3�tt reduction to S3,

and clearly S3 is sparse.

Claim 3 If P = NP then S3 truth-table reduces to L via a truth-table

reduction that queries only members of H3.

Proof of Claim 3

There are three cases, corresponding to the three types of strings in S3.

Case 1: In the �rst case, we are asked whether a string h0l; zi is in S3.

Use our assumption that P = NP to �nd (as before) as many �i as possible

(but no more than 2q(jzj) + 1) such that �i 2 H3 and g(�i) = hz; wii and

j 6= k ) wj 6= wk. If we have found more than q(jzj) such �i's that are in

L, then accept, otherwise reject.

Note: the above strategy works since if z is top-heavy, then there are

no more than q(jzj) values �i as above such that �i 2 H3 � L.

Case 2: In the second case, we are asked whether a string h0l; z0; z00i is

in S3. Check whether z0 is not top-heavy as in Case 1, except ipping our

notions of acceptance and rejection. Also, use our P = NP assumption to

�nd y as in the de�nition of S3 (reject if there is no such y). Accept if and

only if y is in L and z0 is not top-heavy.

Case 3: In the third case, we are asked whether a string h1l; z; z0i is in

S3. Check whether z is top-heavy as in Case 1. Also, use our P = NP

assumption to �nd w as in the de�nition of S3 (reject if there is no such

w). Accept if and only if w is not in L and z is top-heavy.

End of Proof of Claim 3

Note that, by the earlier complementation argument, and by symmetry, and by both

complementation and symmetry, solving Table 3 implicitly solves Tables 14, 5, and 12.
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End of Proof of Theorem 4.3

In fact, a careful inspection of the proof of Theorem 4.3 reveals that various stronger

statements than Theorem 4.3 have been implicitly proven. These improvements show,

among other things, that Theorem 4.1 cannot be improved. Also, the power of unbounded-

truth-table reductions, and the strength of the P = NP assumption, are both used only in

one direction. Thus we have:

Theorem 4.5. Let � > 0. If L 2 Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) then there exists a sparse set S0 such

that:

� L �p
5�tt S

0, and

� if P = NP then S0 �p
n��tt L.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.3 provides a set bS such that L �p
5�tt

bS, and if P = NP

then bS �p

nk�tt
L for some k. Now let S0 = fx10jxj

l
: x 2 bSg for some l such that k=l < �; it

is immediate that L �p
5�tt S

0, and if P = NP then S0 �p
n��tt L.

Of course, the assumption that P = NP is a very strong one. However, though the

P = NP assumption gives polynomial-time computations access to the full power of the

polynomial-hierarchy, in fact the above proofs used the P = NP assumption only to give

polynomial-time computations access to the power of NP (and in particular, the power

to �nd sets of inverses of honest polynomial-time many-one functions). Thus the above

proof in fact proves Theorem 4.6 below, whose oracle access mechanism is exactly that used

in de�ning the extended-low-two sets [5]|a mechanism that appears in other applications

also [14]. Of particular note is that the set L is|as in Theorem 4.3 but unlike Theorem 4.7|

queried only polynomially often.

Theorem 4.6. If L 2 Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) then there exists a sparse set S0 such that:

� L �p
5�tt S

0, and

� S0 2 PNP�L.

The above results are all conditioned upon the assumption that P = NP or the essen-

tially equivalent use of an NP oracle. In fact, we can outright eliminate such assumptions,

at the cost of acquiescing to relatively powerful reductions that are allowed to access the

set L far more than polynomially often. Thus, the following theorem neither implies nor is

implied by Theorem 4.6.

Theorem 4.7. If L 2 Rp
2�tt(SPARSE) then there exists a sparse set S0 such that:
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� L �p
5�tt S

0, and

� S0 2 DPL.

Here, DP, di�erence polynomial time, is the class of sets|�rst studied by Papadimitriou

and Yannakakis [27]|that can be represented as the di�erence of two NP sets; DP sets are

crucial to the normal-form structure of the boolean hierarchy [11] and appear naturally

in many settings [12]. Informally, we may describe Theorem 4.7 as stating that all sets

2-truth-table reducible to sparse sets are DP-equivalent to sparse sets. We omit the proof,

as it is based on a detailed analysis similar to that of Theorem 4.3.

Finally, we note that all the theorems of this section yield not only equivalence but

indeed honest equivalence.

5. On the Power of Conjunctive and Disjunctive Reductions

In this section, we will show several inclusions among classes of sets that are reducible

to sparse sets. We �rst show the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Rp
1�tt(SPARSE) � Rp

dtt(SPARSE).

Proof Let L be a set that is �p
1�tt reducible to a sparse set S. We will show that L �p

dtt U

for some sparse set U . To prove this, we need to de�ne some notation. For a string x and

n � 1, we will use xn to denote the nth symbol in x. For two strings x and y and a set

A, xAy denotes the set fxwy
��� w 2 Ag. Let # be a special symbol not in �. For two sets

A and B, A � B denotes the set 0A
S
1B. Since S is sparse, there exists a polynomial p0

such that for every n � 0 it holds that jjS�njj � p0(n).

Let T = f0z0
��� z 2 Sg

S
01�. It is not hard to see that for every x 2 ��, x 2 S ()

0x0 2 T and for every n � 1, T=n 6= ;. Moreover, for every n � 0,

jjT�njj � jjS�n�2jj+ n � jjS�njj+ n � p0(n) + n:

Therefore, T is sparse.

Now de�ne U to be the set of strings of the form #nu#b such that:

(1) u 2 ��n and b 2 �,

(2) ub�� T T=n = ;; that is, ub is not a pre�x of any string in T=n, and

(3) u�� T T=n 6= ;; that is, u is a pre�x of some string in T=n.
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Then, for every n � 0:

jjU�njj � jjf#mu#b 2 U
��� 1 � m � ngjj

� jjf#mu#b
��� 1 � m � n and b 2 � and u��

\
T=m 6= ;gjj

� 2njjfw
��� w is a pre�x of some string in T�ngjj

� 2n2jjT�njj

� 2n2(p0(n) + n):

Therefore, U is sparse.

We now establish the following claim.

Claim 1 Let x 2 �� and y = 0x0. Then, y 62 T if and only if

f#jyjy1 � � �yk#yk+1
��� 1 � k � jyj � 1g

T
U 6= ; and y 2 T if and only

if #jyjy#0 2 U .

Proof of Claim 1 Let x be any string and let y = 0x0. Furthermore,

let n denote jyj (= jxj + 2). First suppose that y 2 T . Since jy0j > n

and y 2 T=n, #ny#0 2 U . Furthermore, for every i; 1 � i � n, y1 � � �yi is

clearly a pre�x of y. Thus, for every k; 1 � k < n, #ny1 � � �yk#yk+1 is not

in U .

On the other hand, suppose that y 62 T . Clearly, #ny#0 62 U because

y 62 T=n. Furthermore, since for every n � 1 it holds that T=n 6= ; and

T=n � 0��, there exists a unique m; 1 � m < n� 1, such that y1 � � �ym is

a pre�x of some string in T=n but y1 � � �ym+1 is not a pre�x of any string

in T=n. So, clearly, #ny1 � � �ym#ym+1 2 U .

From the above considerations, y 2 T if and only if #ny#0 2 U and

y 62 T if and only if for some k; 1 � k < n, #ny1 � � �yk#yk+1 2 U . This

proves the claim.

End of Proof of Claim 1

Since x 2 S if and only if y = 0x0 2 T , from Claim 1, we have:

x 2 S () #jyjy#0 2 U and

x 62 S () (9k : 1 � k � jyj � 1)[#jyjy1 � � �yk#yk+1 2 U ]:
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Therefore, S � �S �p
dtt U . Since L �p

1�tt S implies that L �p
m S � �S, L �p

dtt U and this

proves the theorem.

End of Proof of Lemma 5.1

From Lemma 5.1, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Rp
btt(SPARSE) � Rp

dtt(SPARSE).

Proof Let L be a set �p
k�tt reducible to a sparse set S for some k � 0 via a polynomial-

time computable function f . To establish the theorem, we have only to show that there

is another sparse set A to which L is �p
dtt reducible. Since f witnesses that L �p

k�tt S,

without loss of generality (see [22]), we may assume the following: For every x 2 ��,

(a) f(x) is of the form b11 � � � b1k$ � � �$bm1 � � �bmk$w1$ � � �$wk, where (1) $ is a new symbol

not in f0; 1;#g, (2) for every i; 1 � i � m and j; 1 � j � k, bij 2 f0; 1g, and (3) for

every i; 1 � i � m, wi 2 ��, and

(b) x 2 L if and only if (9i : 1 � i � m)(8j : 1 � j � k)[�S(wj) = true () bij = 0],

where �S is the characteristic function of S; that is, for every w, �S(w) = true if

w 2 S and false otherwise.

Since S � �S is f0s
��� s 2 Sg

S
f1s

��� s 2 �Sg, it is not hard to see that the condition (b) is

equivalent to the following:

(b1) x 2 L if and only if (9i : 1 � i � m)(8j : 1 � j � k)[bijwj 2 S � �S].

Now recall that we showed in Lemma 5.1 that there is a sparse set U to which S� �S is �p
dtt

reducible. Let g be a �p
dtt reduction from S � �S to U . Then, without loss of generality, we

may assume that for every y 2 ��,

(c) g(y) is of the form z1$ � � �$zm, where m = p(jyj) for some polynomial p and

(d) y 2 S � �S if and only if fz1; � � � ; zmg
T
U 6= ;.

For each y, let �(y) denote the set of all strings fz1; � � � ; zmg that g outputs upon input y.

Then, the condition (b1) is equivalent to the following:

(b2) x 2 L if and only if (9i : 1 � i � m)(8j : 1 � j � k)[�(bijwj)
T
U 6= ;].

For each i; 1 � i � m, let H(i) denote the set:

fu1$ � � �$uk
��� (8j : 1 � j � k)[uj 2 �(bijwj)]g:
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Also, de�ne:

A = fu1$ � � �$uk
��� (8j : 1 � j � k)[uj 2 U ]g:

Then, it is not hard to see that the condition (b2) is equivalent to:

(b3) x 2 L if and only if (9i : 1 � i � m)(9v 2 H(i))[v 2 A].

Since f and g are polynomial-time computable and k is a constant, there is a polynomial q

such that jjfz
��� (9i : 1 � i � m)[z 2 H(i)]gjj � q(jxj).

Furthermore, it is easy to see that the set fz
���(9i : 1 � i � m)[z 2 H(i)]g is polynomial-

time computable in jxj. So, let h be a function that computes v1$ � � �$vn so that v1; � � � ; vn

is an enumeration of all strings in H(i) for some i; 1 � i � m. h is polynomial-time

computable. x 2 L if and only if fv1; � � � ; vng
T
A 6= ;. Thus, h witnesses L �p

dtt A. Finally,

since U is sparse and k is a constant, clearly A is sparse. Therefore, L 2 Rp
dtt(SPARSE),

and this proves the theorem.

Next we consider the classes of sets that are reducible to sparse sets via polynomial-time

nondeterministic Turing machines. The following de�nitions are due to Ladner, Lynch, and

Selman.

Definition 5.3. [22]

(1) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic many-one reducible to a set B (denoted

A �NP
m B) if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M

such that for every x 2 ��,

(1A) for each computation path of M on x, M outputs some string, and

(1B) x 2 A if and only if there exists some string y 2 B that M outputs for some

computation path on input x.

(2) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing reducible to a set B (denoted

A �NP
T B) if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic oracle Turing ma-

chine M such that for every x 2 ��, x 2 A if and only if there exists an accepting

computation path of M on x relative to B.

(3) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic bounded truth-table reducible to a set B

(denoted A �NP
btt B) if there exist k � 0 and a polynomial-time nondeterministic

Turing machine M such that for every x 2 ��,
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(3A) for each computation path of M on x, M outputs a string of the form

(�; y1; � � � ; yk), where � is a k-truth-table and y1; � � � ; yk 2 ��, and

(3B) x 2 A if and only if there exists some output (�; y1; � � � ; yk) of M on x for

some computation path such that �(�B(y1); � � � ; �B(yk)) = true, where �B is

the characteristic function of B.

(4) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic truth-table reducible to a set B, denoted

by A �NP
tt B, if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine

M and a polynomial-time computable truth-table evaluator such that x 2 A if and

only if M , on input x, computes on some computation path a tt-condition y that is

e-satis�ed by B.

(5) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic conjunctive truth-table reducible to a set

B, denoted by A �NP
ctt B, if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing

machine M such that for every x 2 ��,

(5A) for each computation path of M on x, M outputs a string of the form

(y1; � � � ; yk), where y1; � � � ; yk 2 ��, and

(5B) x 2 A if and only if there exists some output (y1; � � � ; yk) of M on x for some

computation path such that fy1; � � � ; ykg � B.

(6) A set A is polynomial-time nondeterministic disjunctive truth-table reducible to a set

B, denoted by A �NP
dtt B, if there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing

machine M such that for every x 2 ��,

(6A) for each computation path of M on x, M outputs a string of the form

(y1; � � � ; yk), where y1; � � � ; yk 2 ��, and

(6B) x 2 A if and only if there exists some output (y1; � � � ; yk) of M on x for some

computation path such that fy1; � � � ; ykg
T
B 6= ;.

Definition 5.4. RNP
m (SPARSE) (RNP

T (SPARSE), RNP
btt (SPARSE), R

NP
tt (SPARSE),

RNP
ctt (SPARSE), R

NP
dtt (SPARSE)) denotes the class of sets that are �NP

m (respectively, �NP
T ,

�NP
btt , �

NP
tt , �NP

ctt , �
NP
dtt ) reducible to some sparse set.

We may also use Lemma 5.1 to obtain the following theorem. It is important to empha-

size that the results of this section depend crucially on the fact that we are reducing to the

class of sparse sets. In particular, the following theorem should be contrasted with the fact

that there are classes C, and indeed single sets, such that RNP
btt (C) and RNP

m (C) di�er [22].
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Theorem 5.5. RNP
m (SPARSE) = RNP

btt (SPARSE).

Proof To prove this, we will show that RNP
btt (SPARSE) � RNP

dtt (SPARSE). Ladner, Lynch,

and Selman [22, Theorem 4.1, Part (iii)] have shown that for every pair of sets A and B, it

holds that A �NP
m B if and only if A �NP

dtt B. It follows immediately that RNP
dtt (SPARSE) �

RNP
m (SPARSE). Thus, it su�ces to show that RNP

btt (SPARSE) � RNP
dtt (SPARSE).

Let L be a set that, for some k, is �NP
k�tt reducible to a sparse set S via polynomial-time

nondeterministic Turing machine M . Without loss of generality, we may assume that there

is a polynomial p such that for every x 2 ��, each computation path of M on x has length

exactly p(jxj). De�ne A = fx#y
���y 2 �=p(jxj) and M(x) on computation path y has output

of the form (�; y1; � � � ; yk) such that �(�S(y1); � � � ; �S(yk)) = trueg. It is not hard to see

that A �p
k�tt S, and for every x 2 ��, x 2 L if and only if for some y 2 �=p(jxj) it holds

that x#y 2 A. Since A �p
k�tt S, from Theorem 5.2, there exist a sparse set S0 and a

polynomial-time computable function f such that A �p

dtt S
0 is witnesses by f . Consider a

machine N that, on input x 2 ��, nondeterministically guesses y 2 �=p(jxj) and outputs

f(x#y). Clearly, the machine N witnesses L �NP
dtt S0.

Next we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6. RNP
ctt (SPARSE) = RNP

T (SPARSE).

Proof Let L be a set in RNP
T (SPARSE). Thus, there exists a polynomial-time nondeter-

ministic oracle Turing machine and a sparse set S such that for every x, x 2 L if and only

if M on input x relative to S accepts. Here, without loss of generality, we may assume the

following: There exist two polynomials p and q such that for every x,

(1)M on input x has exactly p(jxj) nondeterministic steps for each computation path, and

(2) for every computation path and for every oracle set X , M on x queries the oracle set

exactly q(jxj) times.

We will encode each computation path of M on input x as a string of length p(jxj).

Moreover, since S is sparse, there exist a polynomial-time computable function f and

a sparse set U such that S � �S �p
dtt U via f .

Now consider the following nondeterministic Turing machine M 0:

(Description of M 0)

1. On input x, M 0 nondeterministically guesses a string w 2 �=p(jxj) and

b1; � � � ; bq(jxj) 2 f0; 1g. M 0 simulates the computation of M on input x for the
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computation path w in the following way: whenever the ith query yi is made, in-

stead of querying to the oracle M 0 regards the answer to the query as YES if bi = 0

and NO otherwise, and M 0 stores the query string on its tape. If the simulation

of M on x terminates at an accepting state, then M 0 proceeds to the next step.

Otherwise, M 0 outputs a �xed string not in U and halts.

2. For each i; 1 � i � q(jxj), M 0 looks up the table of query strings computed in the

previous step, computes f(biyi), and nondeterministically picks a string zi in the

output of f .

3. Finally, M 0 outputs z1$ � � �$zk and halts.

(End of the Description of M 0)

From the above description, as in the proof of the previous theorem, it is not hard

to see that (1) M 0 runs in time polynomial in jxj and (2) x 2 L if and only if M 0 on x

outputs some (z1; � � � ; zq(jxj)) such that fz1; � � � ; zq(jxj)g � U . Therefore, M 0 witnesses that

L 2 RNP
ctt (SPARSE), thus proving the theorem.

6. Conclusions and Open Problems

This paper addressed the question of whether reducibility to sparse sets is a broader

notion than equivalence to sparse sets. For the many-one and 1-truth-table cases, we showed

that di�erentiating reducibility from equivalence would yield a proof that P 6= NP. In

contrast, for the k-truth-table case, k � 2, reducibility is a provably broader notion than

equivalence.

Nonetheless, there are limits on how much broader it can be. Gavald�a and Watanabe

have proven that for every nice unbounded function f , some sets f(n)-truth-table reducible

to sparse sets are not Turing equivalent (or even strong-nondeterministic equivalent) to

any sparse set. However, we showed that their result can not be extended to the 2-truth-

table case without yielding a proof that P 6= NP. In particular, if P = NP then all sets

2-truth-table reducible to sparse sets are truth-table equivalent to sparse sets.

Finally, we addressed the power of disjunctive and conjunctive reductions to sparse sets.

Refuting a conjecture of Ko [20], we proved that all sets bounded truth-table reducible

to sparse sets are indeed disjunctive truth-table reducible to sparse sets. Relatedly, for

nondeterministic reductions to sparse sets, we proved that bounded truth-table reductions
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are no stronger than many-one reductions, and that Turing reductions are no stronger than

conjunctive truth-table reductions.

A number of questions remain open. Regarding Section 5, though we refuted Ko's

conjecture about disjunctive reductions, Ko's other conjectures have as yet been neither

proven nor refuted. Regarding Section 4.2, can our proof be generalized from the 2-truth-

table case to the bounded truth-table case?

A particularly interesting issue is that, even in the wake of the Gavald�a and Watan-

abe's study of the case of Turing reductions, many of the same questions remain open for

the Turing case. Gavald�a and Watanabe [13] show that not all sets Turing reducible to

sparse sets are even strong-nondeterministic equivalent to sparse sets. This is essentially an

NP
T
coNP lower bound on the strength of the reduction needed to achieve equivalence.

A moment's thought reveals|via [29, Lemma 5.6]|an upper bound of �p
2; that is, every

set Turing reducible to a sparse set is �
�p
2

T to some other sparse set.7 However, the exact

location of the optimal strength of reduction needed to achieve equivalence has not yet been

pinpointed more accurately than the range (NP
T
coNP; �p

2].
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